
Dear All

Zebra on Nanzhila Floodplain.  More of the story later ...

Tax Free Zone
ZNBC

Livingstone Central Member of Parliament Mathews Jere says there is need to turn Livingstone’s tourism sector into a tax 
free zone to attract more investment.
Mr. Jere says the tourism industry in Livingstone needs some incentives that will rejuvenate the sector for the benefi t of 
local residents who depend on tourism for their livelihood.
 The Member of Parliament has told ZNBC news in Livingstone that he will push the tax waver agenda in parliament with 
special attention on the many youths who are out of employment. ...

LIVINGSTONE

Take pride in your water – enter the Kafue photo competition
World Rowing

We are rowers. Water is our life. We row on it. We often splash it. We sometimes fall in it. We obsess over its state – fl at, 
calm, wavy, rough. We sweat it. We shower in it. We drink it. We take pride in water, especially our own water. Send us 
a photo showing how water is part of your life, donate to the Kafue River and Rowing Centre and you will be in to win 
500chf.

How to enter?
Take a photo showing us how water is a part of your life. Send it to World Rowing via direct message on Facebook (@
WorldRowing), Twitter (@WorldRowing), or Instagram (@WorldRowingOffi cial), or post it using #PhotosForKafue. Make a 
10 CHF donation to Kafue through our website here.

When to enter?
Submit your photo between 12 October 2016 and 2 November 2016 (midnight CET).
And … the prize?

The winner will be awarded 500 CHF, donated by photographer, water activist and rower, Steve MacArthur of New 
Zealand. Steve will match the donation with a 500 CHF contribution to the Kafue River & Rowing Centre. ...

ZAMBIA



From the Zambia Weekly

Government to build new city at Kafue River
President Lungu has reportedly approved a project to construct an over-spill city for Lusaka in preparation for the African 
Union Summit to be hosted by Zambia in 2022. Minister of Foreign Affairs Harry Kalaba explained that the new city, which 
will be constructed by the Kafue River, will house some government departments and modern conference facilities, and 
will be connected by a fast train to the airport. There are about 60 kilometres from Lusaka to Kafue, but it can take up to 
two hours to cover the distance due to dense traffi c and numerous roadblocks.

Lusaka Water
Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company produces a total of 220 million litres of water a day, but is losing about 80 million 
litres (36%) to leakages, unaccounted for customers and customers with fi xed charges not refl ecting actual consumption.
The water utility is currently in the process of installing water metres across the capital, with about 6,000 going up in 2016, 
and 2018. 

Road tollgates pull in a lot of money
The National Road Fund Agency (NRFA) has collected K1.1 billion from its two tollgates for small vehicles at Manyumbi 
and Kafulafuta between Kabwe and Ndola from November 2015 to September 2016. 80% of the revenue was collected 
from foreign motorists.
The money is supposed to be ploughed into road development. NRFA is currently in the process of installing a further four 
tollgates around Lusaka, going east (between Chongwe and Rufunsa), west (between Mwembeshi and Mumbwa), north 
(Chisamba) and south (between Chilanga and Kafue). There has also been talk of gates between Mazabuka and Choma, 
between Ndola and Kitwe, between Solwezi and Mutanda, between Kasama and Mbala, and at Levy Mwanawasa Bridge 
in Chembe, Mansa.

Anthrax in North Luangwa
The Post

THE government, through the Department of National Parks and Wildlife, has suspended hunting in the Chikwa Game 
Management Area in North Luangwa to combat the outbreak of anthrax.

According to a press statement, there has been an outbreak of anthrax that has affected scores of hippos in Chikwa, 
North Luangwa, who have in-turn spread the disease to humans through consumption of infected meat.

In an effort to counter the growing number of incidences, the Department of National Parks and Wildlife has suspended 
the hunting and movement of wildlife products out of Chikwa until such a time that the outbreak has successfully been 
contained.  ...

Conservation Lower Zambezi

The pups have been spotted!
As the pups are getting older and so more mobile, there 
have been more frequent sightings of the wild dog pack in 
the park over the past month. This is one of two known wild 
dog packs in the Lower Zambezi that is lead by the infamous 
three-legged alpha female who has been around for years. 
The pack is now made up of seven adults and nine pups.. 
and as wild dogs do, they are on the move!

Blood and law training for the Dog Unit
The DNPW/CLZ canine unit received some invaluable 
training this month on ‘Tryps’ testing and prosecutions. 
Dr. Amos Chota from UNZA Veterinary School taught the 
handlers how to perform blood tests for Tryposomanias 
(sleeping sickness) - one of the biggest threats to the dogs 
in the area and early detection is crucial for successful 

treatment. The handlers were also given training on the law surrounding their operations, how they can apprehend 
someone successfully and how to present their case in court, undertaken by a prosecutor from the Department of 
National Parks and Wildlife (DNPW).



Visiting Nanzhila Safari Lodge

Whenever I talk to anyone about Nanzhila Safari Lodge and the southern section of Kafue National Park it is always with 
affection.  No-one has a bad word to say about the area, except perhaps of tsetse fl y!

As I hadn’t visited Nanzhila for three years I made an 
effort to go this year.  It was in October and it was hot; 
at one point the temperature gauge showed 42°C.  
Fortunately my car has an air-conditioner which protected 
us from the heat and from the tsetse – the tsetse 
sometimes clinging onto the windows pleading to be let in 
so that they could bite us ...

Nanzhila is largely fl at because it is a fl oodplain, with 
many seasonal rivers running through it.  The Nanzhila 
River and its tributaries dry up as the rains have fi nished 
leaving numerous pools for the birds and animals to 
drink from.  The rivers have magical names like the 
Kasha, Winsiwinsi, Kafwifwi and Kanyele, all of which fi ll 
up during the rains and pour down their channels to the 
Nanzhila.  It would be great to see the fl oodplain at this 
time of year but it is largely inaccessible during the rains.  
The soil is mostly clay and when clay gets wet it can stop 
any car.  I found that out one year when three cars, all in 
a row, got stuck in the mud.  

Throughout the fl oodplain the termites have been busy 
and built huge mounds for their fungus factories, and on 
these mounds, trees and shrubs have found a place to 
live.  Raised from the plain, the seeds have germinated 
and survived above the water level.  There are huge 
forests of mopane trees and also areas of mixed 
woodland and grassland.  Looking up into the trees you 
can see leopard orchids perched high up in the mopane 
trees and enormous hamerkop nests which have been 
built on annually by each new family home.   It really is a 
most beautiful place.  

It took us about 6 hours 
to reach Nanzhila Safari 
Lodge from Livingstone.  
The fi rst stretch is to 
Kalomo (where we found 
no fuel ... bother ... we 
found out on our return 
that the price had been 
hiked by around 40% so 
was this just a ruse?).  
And then we took the dirt 
road up to Dundumwezi 
via the Kalomo Hills.  

This is a very pretty road 
once past the fl atland.  

Map showing Dundumwezi to Lake Itezhi-Tezhi with Nanzhila 

Safari Lodge in the middle of the fl oodplain.  It is about 60 km 

from Dundumwezi to Nanzhila Safari Lodge to give you an 

idea of distances

Hamerkop nest

Road through the Kalomo Hills



The road, though, needed some repair.  There were signs on 
the road saying that there were contractors awarded for the 
repair but some sections were not at all good.  Wouldn’t it 
be an idea to put dates on the sign – for the beginning of the 
contract and the expected date of completion?  In that way 
the public will be informed ... we like to know ...

Finally we saw Dundumwezi Hill in the distance and the 
entrance to the park.  As can be expected, I was shocked at 
the price for the two of us to spend two nights in the park – 
K1,021.  I complained, of course, but there was no interest.  
Being a Zambian resident I am always annoyed that I have 
to pay International Rates to enter the park.  Living as I do 
under the same economic conditions as every Zambian, I 
feel entitled to be treated as a Zambian.  
We can only wish ...

As a bit of a by-the-by:
There is a bed levy at camps in the park of US$20 per person, per night.  (Notice that all fees are in US dollars ...)  

So, doing a bit of totting up for the two of us:
Park Fees     K1,000
Bed Levy             K800
VAT paid on fuel and supplies      K300 
TOTAL      K2,100

Signs showing contractors on the Kalomo-Dundumwezi 

road and the state of some sections

Dundumwezi Gate



If we are ever to increase domestic tourism which is not only Zambians (who also have to pay US$20 per person per 
night as bed levy) but many Zambian residents we have to reduce the cost to government of going into our parks.  I am 
sure a lot of Zambians who read this will think that K2,000 is not a lot of money for me ... I hasten to point out:  IT IS!  I 
invoice in kwacha, not dollars (It is not allowed for me to price in dollars) and I have to price my customers according to 
their ability to pay.

Anyhow, off we trundled into the park – me, with steam 
coming out of my ears having parted with so much money ...  
My mood soon changed as we enjoyed the drive and about 
an hour or so later arrived at Nanzhila Safari Lodge with a 
cold beer awaiting us.  

Nanzhila Lodge is owned and run by Steve and Cindy Smith.  
They have had the lodge for 12 years, having built it after the 
site had been abandoned for 5 years previously.  When they 
arrived there was very little wildlife; they rarely saw animals 

except the bottoms of antelope as they high-tailed it into the 
distance.  That time was at the end of one of our wholesale 
slaughters of wildlife.  I remember those days – anything 
which could be cut up for the pot or piled into vans and 
trucks for the bushmeat trade was fair game.  Fortunately 
those days are gone but Zambia is paying the price for this 
destruction now.  

Steve and Cindy have watched lovingly as the wildlife has 
increased and become more used to humans; the wildlife 
now happily stands and stares as a vehicle passes by.  
Cindy told me that they had started with a herd of six waterbuck which has now grown to over seventy.  The icing on the 
cake is that the predators are returning because there is enough wildlife for them to munch.  This has to be a milestone 
for southern Kafue.  Steve and Cindy deserve a medal for their patience and love of Kafue National Park and Zambia.  

Nanzhila Safari Lodge is alone in the centre of the southern section of the park.  There is another lodge nearby called 
Hornbill (20km away) but it is not often used as it is owned by a rich Spanish chap who uses it for himself and his family 
and friends.  I went along to have a look but the staff said I was not allowed to take any photos so I left them to get on 
with their lives – it wasn’t worth taking a photo of anyway ... rather dull and uninspiring, in my opinion.  

The nearest other lodge is Konkamoya (70km away) on Lake Itezhi-Tezhi.  And then there are lodges in Itezhi-Tezhi Town 
– Musungwa, New Kalala and Chibila.  There are scout camps nearby at Kalenje, Dundumwezi and Ngoma.  

Our fi rst night there we hardly saw Steve and Cindy as they 
were out in the park fi ghting a bushfi re.  The story goes that 
a group of scouts had been out on patrol and, when leaving 
their overnight camp, had not extinguished their camp 
fi re.  The fi re caught a patch of grass and grew in strength 
engulfi ng huge swathes of the bush.  It had been burning for 
over fi ve days and was getting close to the camp.  Enlisting 
the help of the scouts at Kalenje and his own staff, Steve 
was out until about 10 o’clock at night, returned for a quick 
meal and sleep and then was out again by 3 o’clock a few 
hours later. 

The way of treating bushfi res seems rather contradictory.  
The strategy is that you have to start more fi res ...  You start 
more small controlled fi res to create a fi rebreak, hoping 

that when the big blaze reaches it, there is nothing left to burn.  So that’s what Steve and Cindy were doing for most of 
the night.  Fortunately, when the morning came, the fi re had died down suffi ciently for them to relax - the camp was safe 
and so was the environment and the wildlife safe around the camp.  They kept a wary eye on it but there were no more 
dramas.  

Hartebeest 

Nanzhila Safari Lodge from across the Nangandu Pool

A road through thick wavy grassland



The burning in southern Kafue has reduced signifi cantly.  The Nature Conservancy, an NGO from America, has been 
studying the fi res throughout the park and has come up with a strategy for reducing the number of fi res and their damage.  

Previously the scouts set fi re to all the bush early in the dry 
season when it is cool, so that when we reached the high 
temperatures of September-November, there was little grass 
to catch fi re.  A fi re in October can have devastating effects.  
Now the bush is burned in blocks early in the year, leaving 
some parts untouched in the hopes that there are enough 
fi rebreaks to stop any dangerous fi res later in the season.  It 
was a real pleasure to drive through some parts of tall wavy 
grass, an unusual sight in Kafue. 

While at Nanzhila we had a couple of sorties into the park.  
The fi rst one was a late start of around 9 o’clock to fi nd the 
black-cheeked lovebirds which hang about Chelenje Pool 
around that time.  We reached the pool and could see the 

fl ock of lovebirds in front in an acacia tree.  They fl ew off a 
short distance and we decided to wait for them to return.  
Switching off the car engine, we sat to wait.  After a couple 
of minutes, without the engine running and hence no air-
conditioner blowing out some cold air, we started to cook.  I 
opened the window to get some outside fresh air and all I 

got was a swarm of tsetse fl y.  That was it.  Enough lovebird watching for me and we headed off.  

We spent the rest of this tour going from waterhole to waterhole and found quite a lot.  Roan, impala, zebra, reedbuck, 
oribi, waterbuck, kudu, warthog.  Lots and lots of birds.  

Black Crake on waterlilies

Reedbuck Hamerkops catching frogs and snails in a pool

Kudu

Mopane squirrel on the road



That evening we actually had company for dinner as Steve and Cindy were not fi refi ghting.  We had an early night 
because the following morning we were heading home, but with an early morning drive.  And what a lovely drive it 
was going home.  We spent around 3 hours driving slowly through the park and just enjoying whatever we saw and 
experienced.   

Love the signs with holes - keeps them safe from metal 

thieves

Coucal The baobab trees were coming in to leaf

Long-crested eagle in front of the lodge

The Cordon Road - the straight road running north to 

south which is ‘all-weather’ but it does seriously need 

some repair



Saddlebills, vultures and hamerkops in front of the lodge

The remains of the traditional fi shermen.  The law which 

allows fi shermen to enter the park to fi sh (as with most, if 

not all, parks) was introduced in the early 1900s.  Things 

were different then and we should now question if it is 

still acceptable.  The people who come nowadays into 

the park to fi sh may be tempted to set a few snares; they 

also provide inside information to any would-be poacher.  

Only traditional methods are allowed but having seen the 

remains of a mosquito net in another park, I feel sure that, 

when no-one is looking, the fi shermen cheat a bit.  I really 

think this law should be re-visited.  

Our ‘pad’ at Nanzhila

Hot showers and cold drinks

Wattled Cranes

Note: Nanzhila is closing towards the end of November 
and will open again in May/June depending upon the rains.    
Nanzhila: info@nanzhila.com.   



ZamPost

The other day I went to the Post Offi ce to send some snail mail and was surprised 
to fi nd that stamps are no longer used in Zambia.  The system now is that a sticky 
strip of paper with a bar code is placed on each letter or parcel.  The details 
of who sends the letter, and who it is sent to, are typed on the computer and a 
receipt issued.  As you can imagine, this was quite a long process for me as I sent 
over 20 letters/parcels.  

This new method hardly increases effi ciency, although it may seem very modern.  
Very odd.  

Some of the many receipts issued to  me 

at the Post Offi ce for sending a letter

FZS Project Leaders Ed Sayer and Claire Lewis awarded with German Bruno H. Schubert-Prize

Frankfurt am Main, 24 October 2016 – This evening, the 
Bruno H. Schubert-Foundation will present its Bruno H. 
Schubert-Award at Frankfurt Zoo. In category 2, Ed Sayer 
and Claire Lewis, FZS project leaders in Zambia, receive the 
award.
 
FZS is particularly pleased with the decision to award Sayer 
and Lewis, who are honoured for their tireless efforts to 
protect the North Luangwa ecosystem in Zambia.
 
For more than nine years, both have put their lives at the 
service of this conservation programme for an ecosystem 
of outstanding biological diversity. Thanks to a complex 
reintroduction programme, North Luangwa is home to the 
country’s only population of black rhinos and an important 
stronghold for elephants.
 
Due to the commitment of Ed Sayer and Claire Lewis the protected area is largely spared from poaching. The couple, 
together with their three children, a 7 year old daughter and 4 year old twins, live in the midst of the wilderness of the 
North Luangwa National Park

Game Rangers International

Well done and thank you to Zambia Wildlife Authority-
ZAWA’s Special Anti-Poaching Unit (SAPU) team Honey 
Badger who last month recovered a whopping 1025Kgs of 
bushmeat in Kafue National Park.
The consumption of bushmeat is widely seen as 
unsustainable and contributes to the disruption of 
ecological and evolutionary processes, changes in species 
composition within ecosystems and a reduction in biological 
diversity.



Tax bills in Vic Falls
Zimbabwe Consolidated News

The Zimbabwe Council for Tourism — the industry representative body for the hospitality sector — has engaged 
Government to keep the Zimbabwe Revenue Authority at bay after the latter slapped a $5,3 million tax bill on two hotels in 
Victoria Falls.   ...

Zimra says the hotels were not paying withholding tax on commissions and value added tax on food sold to foreigners 
as part of accommodation packages. Although the law that made the 15 percent VAT on food paid for by foreign visitors 
became operational at the beginning of the year, Zimra has backdated the obligations to 2010. ...

Border between Zambia and Zimbabwe over Lake Kariba
Radio VOP

THE proposed Binga Border Post might be fast 
becoming a white elephant with no prospects of 
its completion in sight.
Communities around Binga and Matabeleland 
North province as a whole are getting impatient 
and have implored government to speedily 
allocate funds to complete the border post 
that will provide a much shorter cross point for 
Zimbabweans and Zambians visiting either 
country.
Lack of a border post in the area has resulted in 
people from both sides of the Zambezi River in 
Binga and Zambia illegally crossing the boundary 
using man-made boats which have seen some 
drowning.
There is also rampant smuggling of an assortment 
of goods as well as poaching as people from both 
countries cross the river willy-nilly oblivious of the 
dangers of the crocodile infested river.
Construction of a border post have been on the 
cards over the year but been hampered by staff 
shortage at the immigration department and 
lack of fi nancial commitment by government to 
develop a harbour at Kani area in Binga.
A considerable development has taken place on 
the Zambian side at the Namafulu Border Post. ...

ZIMBABWE

Painted Dog Foundation

Hwange temperatures have steadily climbed and zenithed, 
the kalahari sands throb with simmering heat, mirages and 
thirst. Vleis have been grazed to stubble and hot winds spin 
dust swirls, bare mopane and teak trees provide little respite 
to animals in the form of shade, as Moonbeam and her sister 
were visualised panting near Guvalala. Jealous, our Chief 
Tracker, had at long last resolved the Mabuyamabhema 
puzzle which had been standing for four months, but how 
many pups are there, is anybody’s guess.



BOTSWANA
Two men jailed for elephant tusks
Ngami Times 
 
Maun Principal Magistrate Taboka Mopipi yesterday (Thursday) sentenced two men - a Zambian and a Motswana – to 
prison terms for illegal possession of elephant tusks. Muwena Bisapa from Zambia (45) has been sentenced to fi ve years’ 
imprisonment and slapped with a fi ne of P25,000.
Salif Al Bilal Bondo, a Motswana man aged 60 years, has also been served with a seven-year imprisonment term and 
fi ned P40,000 for possession of illegal elephant tusks. 
... Bisapa was arrested in the company of Atlarelang Maupo (Motswana) and Muti Ashilly (Zambian) this year in August 
at Makalamabedi veterinary gate during a stop-and-search operation and were caught in illegal possession of elephant 
tusks. ...

Botswana, Zambia sign multi-million contract with Chinese fi rm
Ngami Times

Botswana and Zambia have signed a contract with Anhui Foreign Economic Construction Group Company Limited of 
China (AFECC) for the construction of One-Stop Border Post (OSBP) facilities at Kazungula border on the Zambian side 
at a cost of more than P280.4 million. 
The contract valued at P280,417,000.00, which is funded through a loan from the African Development Bank (AfDB), 
forms package three of the Main Kazungula Bridge Construction Project which is expected to be completed in December 
2018.  ...



Ancient Footprints Persevered in the Shadow of African Volcano
New Historian

An enormous set of human footprints left well-preserved in the mud as far back as 19,000 years ago, has been 
documented on the shore of Lake Natron, in Tanzania. More than 400 footprints, covering an area around the size of a 
tennis court, crisscross the dark gray Engare Sero mudfl at.
A number of tracks seem to indicate people had jogged through the muck, at a 12-minute-mile pace. Some of the prints 
show a person with a strange broken big toe, while other tracks suggest that approximately a dozen people, primarily 
women and children, crossed the mudfl at together, headed to the southwest for parts unknown. The mud documents it all, 
down to the droplets that fell off of feet with each step.
The Engare Sero tracks, located near the volcano the Maasai refer to as the “Mountain of God,” add to an exclusive 
collection of human footprints preserved over time. For example, there are 700 fossilized footprints around 20,000 years 
old at the Willandra Lakes site in Australia, and two sites on the southern African coast with tracks dating back as far 
as 120,000 years. Another site in Tanzania about 60 miles from Engare Sero – Laetol — boasts 3.6-million-year-old 
footprints, conceivably made by the early human ancestorAustralopithecus afarensis.
Engare Sero is unique in that the sheer number and diversity of the prints offers an amazingly detailed snapshot of our 
ancestors’ lives in Africa. William Harcourt-Smith, a paleoanthropologist at the City University of New York, told National 
Geographic: “It’s a very complicated site, one area where there are so many prints, we’ve nicknamed it the ‘dance hall,’ 
because I’ve never seen so many prints in one place. It’s completely nuts.”
The Engare Sero site exists in large part because of the Ol Doinyo Lengai, a volcano which looms above Lake Natron. 
Known for its thin, silvery lava, the 7,650-foot-tall volcano is a pilgrimage destination for the Maasai people, who go there 
to plead with their god Engai for cattle, rain and children.

OTHER STUFF



Have a good two weeks 

Gill

EXCHANGE RATES

US$1 K10.30

P10.66

Nam$14.50

WEATHER

Min Temp Max Temp

28°C (82)  38°C (100)

A SMILE 

This is Fury, Lower Zambezi’s compound special who is being trained to be a ‘working dog’, sniffi ng out bushmeat, and 
other animal products.  The message from Conservation Lower Zambezi was:

Happy Sunday from the Lower Zambezi and our ferocious Anti-Poaching Pup, Fury!


